
   

   
 

 

EMPLOYEE RECALL FAQ 
Staff Recall During Phase 1 Reopening 

 Question Answer 
1. If an employee, who previously worked full time, is 

only offered a part-time position (due to business 
levels and budget constraints), can they refuse the 
part-time position and remain on the list to be 
recalled for a full-time position?  

Employees who receive recall notices for part-time work 
have the option to either accept or refuse the offer. If they 
refuse the recall offer of part-time work, they are removed 
from the recall list and lose future recall opportunities and 
any job rights they may have with the club.  
 
If the club posts a full-time position in the future, the 
employee may apply and will be subject the regular 
recruitment and selection process. 

2. How will MAC determine who will be recalled first? The club will recall positions that meet its current business 
needs and budget constraints and will make positions 
available to laid-off employees based on prior 
performance appraisal ratings and assessment of criteria 
including the following: 

• Job skill and knowledge   
• Level of demonstrated responsibility and ability  
• Ability to perform multiple and/or critical tasks  
• Demonstrated excellence in teamwork and 

collaboration with co-workers 
  

3. How will employees be notified that they are being 
recalled? 

 Notifications will be made by phone and email to those 
whose positions are part of the initial recall.  

4. If an employee does not receive a recall notice 
during the initial opening phase, does that mean 
they will not be recalled? 

No, MAC does not yet know the timing of the next phases 
of reopening, but the club will be recalling as many 
employees as possible over the coming weeks and months 
as its business continues to grow.  
 
Employees with questions about their specific positions 
should contact, HRTeam@themac.com or call the HR 
Hotline at 503-517-2300. 

5. What will returning employee reorientation look 
like? 

Reorientation, or recall, onboarding will address 
organizational changes to the club’s management 
structure, operational priorities and member service 
priorities, as well as training on new safety and health 
protocols. 
 

6. What is the start date for the first wave of recalled 
staff?  

It is anticipated that approximately 60 employees will be 
rehired on June 8, 2020, one week in advance of the club’s 
pilot opening on June 15.   

7. Will laid-off staff who are not being recalled at this 
time be notified? 

Yes, laid-off employees who are not recalled in the initial 
opening phase, will be notified. 



   

   
 

 
8. Will authorization to work in the United States 

and/or background and criminal history checks be 
required for employees who are recalled? 

All recalled employees will be subject to verification or re-
verification of their authorization to work in the United 
States and will be subject to background and criminal 
history checks. 
 

9. How does MAC intend to communicate the recall 
plan? 

The club will share updates on its plans to reopen and 
recall employees with current active staff and members via 
regular communications channels, such as emails and web 
content. Laid-off staff will receive letters via first-class mail 
and/or email indicating whether or not they are recalled at 
this time. 

 

Benefits/OST/Seniority/Performance 

 Question Answer 
1. Will Oregon Sick Time (OST) balances accrued at the 

time of layoff be restored when employees are 
recalled?  

If recalled within 180 days of layoff, accrued OST balances 
will be reinstated. 

2. Will recalled employees receive the merit increases 
they would have been eligible for prior to the 
COVID-19 closure? 

No, the COVID-19 pandemic and subsequent closure and 
reduction in member dues have caused the club to freeze 
all merit increases at this time.  

3. Will recalled employees retain seniority and accrue 
Paid Time Off (PTO) at the same rate? 

Yes, recalled employees retain their seniority and accrue 
PTO at the rate associated to that tenure. 

5. What happens to benefits when an employee is 
recalled and expected to work 30-plus hours per 
week immediately following the recall?  

Employees recalled who are expected to work 30-plus 
hours per week immediately following the recall and were 
enrolled in benefits at the time of layoff will be reinstated 
in the medical, dental and/or vision plan(s) they were 
enrolled in at the time of layoff on the first of the month 
following their date of recall. Employees will be subject to 
all standard benefit eligibility requirements for Q1 2021 
benefits, which will review hours worked from Aug. 30, 
2020 to Nov. 21, 2020. 
 

6. What happens to benefits if an employee is recalled 
and not expected to work 30-plus hours per week?  

Recalled employees who are expected to work less than 30 
hours per week following their recall will have the 
opportunity to qualify for benefits on the first of the 
month following 60 days of service. If they still haven’t met 
the applicable eligibility requirements at that time, they 
will be reviewed for eligibility on a quarterly basis. 

7. If an employee wasn’t enrolled in benefits at the 
time of layoff, do they start their eligibility period 
over? 

Yes, employees who were not enrolled in benefits at the 
time of layoff will start a new qualifying period. 

8.  When recalled, will an employee undergo a 
probationary period? 

No, there is no probationary period when recalled. 



   

   
 

 

 

Job Description/Type of Work/Trainings 

 Question Answer 
1. How will MAC management address a change in 

position responsibilities occurring as a result of a 
new way of doing business? 
 

If significant aspects of a position change, managers will 
update the job description for review by HR to ensure 
alignment with qualifications and job classification.  

2. What should recalled employees expect in the first 
few weeks or months after recall? 

Recalled employees should expect the club to operate 
differently and more collaboratively. They should plan for 
more cross-functional work assignments that reflect the 
changing needs of MAC's business. 

3. If a certification required for a job has expired 
during the layoff, will an employee still be recalled, 
and will certification fees be reimbursed? 

Recalled employees must meet all certifications required 
for the position. If certification needs to be reinstated 
before returning to work, employees must contact HR to 
determine eligibility for reimbursement and earliest start 
date. 

4.  Will some jobs continue to be performed remotely? During the initial stages of reopening, state guidelines 
recommend continuing to work remotely as much as 
possible. MAC will determine the staffing levels required 
at the club to serve our members and will base schedules 
on business needs and compliance with applicable state 
and local guidelines.  

5. For employees with multiple positions that add up 
to full-time hours, how will MAC prioritize which 
roles they will work? 

MAC managers and supervisors will be responsible for 
assigning and prioritizing work, based on the current 
needs of the club’s business.  

 

Amount of Work/Hours 

 Question Answer 
1. How many hours will be scheduled for recalled 

employees? 
MAC cannot guarantee how many hours will be 
scheduled. The club will base staffing levels on business 
needs and compliance with applicable state and local 
guidelines.  

 


